In modern network confrontation, it is very important to improve the viability of web malicious code. According to the generation and propagation characteristics, we propose the web malicious code hidden solutions which are based on deformation and encryption. Combining with MS09002 vulnerabilities we give an application example of web Trojan hidden. Test results show that the proposed integrated solution has the better capacity of avoiding virus killing and the stronger hidden performance. The significant improvement of viability of web malicious code is very important of application.
Hiding Program of web malicious code
In order to avoid network security defense, web malicious code begins to evolve, and once infected with deformation. Trojan [6] hidden is mainly bypassing the network security scanning and defensive behavior-based detection. Signature-based scanning hidden technologies: Trojan deformation technology and encryption technology. Behavior-based detection of hidden technologies: the host Trojans hiding, hiding files technology and hiding processes technology.
A. Deformation of Hiding Technology
In JavaScript syntax, "\ r" means return, "\ n" means that line, "\ t" represents a tab character, "\ 00" indicates that the string end, "\" " means the double quotes," \ number " followed by the octal representation ASC code of the original character, "\ x" followed by the hexadecimal ASC code of the original character, "\ u-byte number" followed by a double-byte number to represent a double-byte character. Such as that you can change "df.setAttribute ("classid "," clsid:
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Online: 2011-09-09 ISSN: 2234-991X, Vol. 1, pp 310-314 doi:10.4028/www.scientific.net/AEF. 1.310 © 2011 Trans Tech Publications Ltd, Switzerland BD96C556-65A3-11D0-983A-00C04FC2 9E36")" into "df.setAttribute("\143\154\141\163 \163\151\144","\143\154\163\151\144:\x42\x44\x39\x36\x43\x35\x35\x36-65\101\63\u002d\u0031 ……"". After using the transfer character, the web malicious code is beyond recognition.
B. Encryption of Hiding Technology
This is common javaScript encryption and encoding as follows. Make the encryption and decryption processing for the code by using the existing functions or writing your own encryption and decryption functions. In order to prevent signature scanning, web malicious code takes this approach to encrypt. Currently there are some better encryption algorithm, such as MD5 [7] and SHA-1 [8] .
C. Process Hiding Technology
Web malicious code needs to run separate processes. Computer users can find processes that are not normal through the simple testing tool. It must be causing alarm. In order to hide them, web malicious code uses Rootkit techniques to hide processes.
Windows operating system traverses the current process through the function of EnumProcesses, CreateToolhelp32Snapshot and so on. Applications break into the kernel mode to call KiSystemService to find the SDT in the NtQuerySystemInformation function address, and then call NtQuerySystemInformation to achieve specific functions. Systems interrupt service routines find its address by querying the SDT (Service Descriptor Table) .
SDT table is a function address table, and each of its entry points to a system service routine. Interrupts handling routine call the corresponding system service routine by looking up this table. Through hijacking ZwQuerySystemInformation and NtQuerySystemInformation, hidden process technology modifies its return data or deletes the information of hiding process. Modify the NtQuerySystemInformation  table  of  SDT  table  to  point to the adding NewNtQuerySystemInformation routines of a new hidden program, and then the function call the original function to obtain the process, thread information and filter information that need to be hidden.
D. File Hiding Technology
Web malicious code generates the final results through downloading the Trojan to execute by web malicious code, so if we can hide the Trojan's files, it will be better to protect the web malicious code. Technology of hiding files is mainly inline functions patches, and the main idea is to start replacing some bytes of the kernel function by using jmp xxxxxxxx or call xxxxxxxx command to jump to the well-designed Rootkit code. After making the target file hidden, replace the implement code and jump back to the address of kernel function to excute the normal code.
MS09002 Vulnerability Based Web Trojan Hidden Example

A. MS09002 Vulnerability Analysis
Because of the CFunctionPointer function in Internet Explorer (IE7 and IE8 version) which does not handle document object properly, you can use the special code to trigger the memory broken ring, and then attacker can log on as currently user to execute arbitrary code. MS09002 attack code uses the HEAP SPRAY technical to attack. It causes significant footprint of browser memory, leads normal users not to browse the web and also makes the system on the Trojans.
B. Hidden web malicious codes
We use encryption to evade detection of the Semantics for signature detection and testing. Trojan's signature characteristics are the general web properties functions, such as the document. Write, eval, unescape, fromCharCode, setTimeOut and other functions, and the domain name address downloaded by Trojan. Through the XOR encryption, the feature function sets name Advanced Engineering Forum Vol. 1 311 address string disappeared to avoid signature detection. Then we use the escape character deformation method to generate the web malicious code. Change the "\ u-byte number" into all the special symbols to represent the original characters. As follows:
(a) Before encryption (b) After encryption Fig.1 Shellcode comparison Before and after the comparison chart from the encryption can be seen, encrypted web malicious code are all garbled which enhance the web malicious code against analysis. So it can avoid network security defense.
Testing and Analysis
Web malicious code modules include the encryption and deformation of web malicious code and files hidden and hidden process of the downloaded Trojan and some other auxiliary hidden. The following will detail the test platform and the three tested modules, and analysis of test results.
A. Testing Platform
Test environment topology is shown in Figure2. In windows XP platform installing different anti-virus software: Kaspersky 6.0, 360 and rising in 2008.
Fig.2 Test topologies
B. Test of Encrypt and Deformation Hiding Technology
Web malicious code uses a simple XOR encryption algorithm. Trojan's signature is usually characteristic properties of web functions, such as document.Write, eval, unescape, fromCharCode, setTimeOut and other functions, and the domain name address downloaded by Trojan. Through the XOR encryption, the feature function sets name address string disappearing to avoid signature detection. The web malicious code escapes character by deformation method. The "\ u-byte number " convert all "\ number " followed by the ASCII code in octal representation of the original characters. Test results charts are as follows. From three pictures above we can see that web malicious code can not be detected by the Rising of 2008, Kaspersky and 360 three-detection software after the encrypted and deformation. It indicates that encrypted and reformatted web malicious code has been further improved in viability.
C. Test of Host Trojans Hidden
The web malicious code Trojans HideProcess.exe downloaded through the web runs before the auxiliary hidden. You can find HideProcess.exe in the Task Manager, and it can be found by searching the file HideProcess.exe. After running auxiliary hidden module, process detection software will not detect HideProcess.exe and it can not be found by searching for files. It describes the effect of process hidden and documents hidden as follows:
(a) Before the hidden process (b) After the hidden process Fig.6 Comparison of the hidden process In figure6, after process hidden, the Task Manager does not appear HideProcess.exe process. So the supporting hidden module catches the good results. To make the test convenience, we put the running programs of web malicious code into C: \. The test results are as follows:
(a) Before the hidden file (b) After the hidden file Fig.7 Comparison of the hidden file After comparing figure7, it can be seen that we can not find hidden files of AddSection.exe in the C: \. So the hidden module catches the hidden effects well.
Conclusions
In this paper, directing the survival and spread for the web malicious code we propose integrated solutions, and we give an application example by using them. Before the web malicious code is running, we use encryption and deformation to avoid network security defense. But after running, Trojan is running after the process hiding and file hiding of host hidden which are used to avoid network security defense. Tests indicate that comprehensive solution reduces the rate of detection of web malicious code greatly. Web malicious code attacks are part of the network security study, we will continue to study the defense program of this web malicious code.
